The role of self-management in burns aftercare: a qualitative research study
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Abstract

Introduction

For severe burns patient care presents a considerable challenge, necessitating an integrated multidisciplinary approach that utilises a range of treatments. The period of care post-discharge can be lengthy and complex, and include scar management, occupational and physiotherapies, psychological support, and further surgery. How successfully the patient negotiates this complex care regimen is critical to their long-term recovery and in doing so they would appear to employ approaches recognised as “self-management” in other chronic conditions. However their exact nature and how they are used has yet to be explicitly explored amongst chronic burn patients.

Methods

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 24 patients to discuss their experiences of long-term burn treatment as part of a broader mixed-methods feasibility study of the use of pressure garment therapy in preventing hypertrophic scarring after burn injury. The topic guide included questions on the patient experience of their care post discharge, including pressure garment therapy and other scar management techniques; and their expectations and experiences of treatment and recovery. The data were analysed using an established framework of self-management processes.

Results

Burns patients employ many of the same processes of self-management as those experiencing more widely recognised chronic diseases or illnesses. This is despite the prospect of gradual improvement amongst burns patients absent in those with incurable chronic conditions. The key processes of self-management they share are the ability to focus on their illness needs, activate the appropriate resources and coming to terms with the consequences of living with either the physical or psychological consequences of their condition.
Conclusion

Modern burn care is technologically advanced and delivered by a highly trained, multi-disciplinary team, yet the level of its success relies on the ability of the patient to independently fulfil a number of health-related tasks and activities once leaving hospital. Considering the potential cost-savings to health services and the prospect of improved outcomes for patients capable of self-management our work is an important first step in more precisely understanding the use of self-management amongst burns patients, and the level of implicit or explicit support currently offered by their care providers.
1. Introduction

Some 250,000 individuals sustain burns in the UK every year with the potential of lasting impact on appearance, and psychological, social, and physical functioning [1]. For severe burns in particular, patient care presents a considerable challenge, necessitating an integrated multi-disciplinary approach and utilising a range of treatments [2]. Typically it consists of two distinct phases; the first acute phase is when the patient is hospitalised where beyond their initial survival, the key requisite is closing the wound [3]. The second phase consisting of rehabilitation and post-discharge management is termed “aftercare” [4] and addresses aesthetic, functional and psychological requirements [5]. This can last up to two years and is complex [6], using a combination of treatments that include scar management modalities (e.g. massage, creaming, pressure garment therapy); occupational and physiotherapies; psychological counselling, and further surgery [7]. Lack of adherence to these treatments has implications for the degree of scarring, [8] functionality [9] and psychosocial issues, [10] as well as cost implications for health care services [11]. Therefore, the aftercare period is critical in terms of the overall success of the treatment and the degree to which a functioning patient can rejoin society [12]. However despite its importance, patients and their carers are expected to negotiate much of this lengthy and complex care regimen independently with only intermittent contact with care providers.

Severe burns are technically defined as a chronic condition due to their effects lasting longer than three months [13]. However, this chronicity is not always recognised [6] despite the lasting impact on physical appearance and capability, and the psychological implications of long-term treatment, being similar in nature to that experienced by those with more widely recognised chronic disease or illness [14]. Similarly the obstacles burns patients face in maintaining their aftercare in the years following the injury, that include depression, fatigue, dependence on family support, and financial problems [15-18] are also comparable to those experienced by patients with other chronic
conditions [19]. However, for those with diseases such as type II diabetes or hypertension, there is an understanding of how these obstacles can be mitigated by the use of “self-management” [20], defined as “the ability of the individual in conjunction with family, community, and healthcare professionals to manage symptoms, treatments, lifestyle changes, and psychosocial, cultural, and spiritual consequences of health conditions.” [21]. This self-management is frequently supported by the training and education of patients that encourages problem solving, decision making, and appropriate use of resources [20] and has led to improved patient engagement, adherence, and efficiency of healthcare utilisation [22-24].

Research exploring burns aftercare has described how patients need to adapt to the long-term consequences of their injury (25). The ways in which patients may try to achieve this have been conceptualised as self-management processes in other chronic conditions, but to date there has not been an explicit focus on self-management processes in burns aftercare. It is possible that if acknowledged and understood these processes can be better supported with the potential to benefit burns patients and healthcare services. First, however there is the need for a better appreciation of which if any self-management processes are being employed by patients with severe burns and in which context. Here we present data from a comprehensive exploration of patient perspectives of burn aftercare conducted as part of a feasibility study for a trial of scar management regimes [26] with the aim of establishing whether burns patients describe the self-management processes that are widely recognised in other chronic conditions.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design
This qualitative research was a part of a broader mixed-methods feasibility study of Pressure Garment Therapy (PGT) for the prevention of hypertrophic scarring after burn injury in adults and children (The PEGASUS Study) [26]. One aim of the qualitative research was to understand adult patients’ experiences of scar management therapies, and predominantly PGT.

2.2. Sampling and recruitment

The sample consists of adult patients who were participants in a pilot trial of PGT that formed part of the PEGASUS study. Patients participating in the pilot trial were allocated to scar management with or without PGT. Participants were recruited by occupational therapists (OTs) and/or research nurses (RNs) in 3 of the PEGASUS pilot trial sites in the West Midlands and South East Regions of England. Clinical staff provided information sheets to potential interviewees and took written consent to pass participant contact details on to the PEGASUS qualitative research team. A member of the qualitative research team then contacted potential interviewees, provided further information and answered questions as necessary, before arranging a suitable time, date and venue for the interview. Written informed consent was received from all participants prior to the start of data collection. Participants were interviewed at two time points, soon after consent to participate in the trial and allocation to treatment, and then 9-12 months later. The data utilised here comes from the later interviews, undertaken at a stage when participants had significant experience of burns aftercare and scar management.

2.3. Ethics

Ethics approval for the PEGASUS study was received from the West Midlands: Coventry and Warwickshire Research Ethics Committee (14/WM/0160).

2.4. Data collection
Semi-structured interviews were conducted by IL and JM who are experienced non-clinical qualitative researchers who were independent of the participants’ clinical care team. Interviews were conducted in the patient’s home, or via telephone. A semi-structured discussion guide was developed based on the literature, discussions with our patient and public involvement (PPI) group, and the wider PEGASUS research team. The semi-structured interviews were conducted in a participant-focused manner allowing issues and perspectives important to participants to emerge naturally. Topics discussed included: accounts of the accident and injury (where participants were happy to talk about these in order to provide context for the remainder of the discussion); accounts of subsequent treatment; the experience of PGT and other scar management techniques; hopes and expectations for treatment, recovery and scar management; perspectives on the pilot trial of PGT including trial processes and assessments, and patient-centred outcomes. The topic guide and interview process was refined over the first 3 interviews. Following this, data collection and analysis took place iteratively. At the end of each interview, participants were asked to complete a short demographic questionnaire to facilitate maximum variation sampling and a description of the sample characteristics. We attempted to include a range of patients according to sex, age, ethnicity, type and severity of burn, and allocation to scar management with or without PGT.

2.5. Data analysis

Interviews were digitally audio-recorded and transcribed clean verbatim by a specialist company. In order to establish whether burns patients describe the use of self-management processes that are recognised in other conditions we applied a framework of self-management processes developed by Schulman-Green et al (2012) to the interview data (27). This framework is based on a meta-synthesis of 104 qualitative research papers that have explored self-management from the perspective of chronically-ill patients. There are a number of other existing frameworks that have been used to describe the processes of self-management [20, 28-31]. However, the Schulman-Green study was the first to define these processes solely from the perspective of patients living
with chronic illness. The three key processes they identified were; 1) **Focussing on illness needs**; 2) **Activating resources**; and 3) **Living with a chronic condition** (Table 1).

A sample of interviews were analysed separately by two of the authors (IL & JM). Any discrepancies were resolved via discussion and the overall interpretations presented here were discussed and agreed with all authors. We do not claim to have reached data saturation in relation to participants’ use of self-management processes and techniques (32). The interviews were broad ranging and the intention of this paper is to illustrate that patients are utilising processes conceptualised as self-management in other disease areas, not to provide a comprehensive theory of self-management in burns.
Table 1. Key processes and sub-processes, including definitions (taken from Schulman-Green et al).
3. Results

We interviewed a total of 24 patients, with equal numbers from each clinical site. The majority were male and had experienced burns from direct contact with flames. The characteristics of patients are summarised in Table 2 including their age group, the type of burn and total body surface area burned.

Table 2: Sample characteristics

Not every sub-process identified by Schulman-Green was observed in our cohort but those shared by the burns patients we spoke to are described below alongside exemplar quotes.

3.1. Focussing On Illness Needs

The first process of self-management requires patients understand the parameters of their disease or condition and its treatment. They look to learn about their diagnosis, understand and assume responsibility for the implications on their lifestyle, and undertake related health promotion activities.

3.1.1. Learning

Patients successfully self-managing their chronic disease acquire information about their condition and learn the requisite regimens and skills to manage their daily illness needs. Our participants undergo a similar process as they learn to manage their condition and recovery. This includes understanding the prognosis of their injury and the implications of their particular burn and how these might be mitigated, for example, via additional surgical interventions. One patient described the process of cording (feeling of tightening), which can occur following a skin graft when lymph vessels become clotted, and how this necessitated further surgery to increase functionality:
So that’s like cording, so I don’t know if you know about skin grafts?...Can you see the way it pulls, like that?...This does that here, wearing the garment on my torso won’t help that but there, that needs some more Z-plasties done, some more operations just to get that to stretch even more,

West Midlands, Male, (Participant ID) P16

3.1.2. Taking ownership of health needs

Patients with chronic disease learn to manage their symptoms and body responses and the patients we spoke to described how they monitored and managed symptoms of their burn injury and adjusted their treatment accordingly. One example is how they applied moisturiser to their skin to prevent the scar site from tightening. Patients also described the changes in sensitivity of the burn site in terms of its tactile responses to different materials or its reaction to sunlight:

Yes, it’s just my fingertips I have to be careful how I touch things, different materials, metals I have to be careful with, and it’s the sun as well, I have to really be careful in the sun, ever so sensitive to the sun, factor 50 all the time. West Midlands, Male-P12

As part of their care, patients with chronic disease are required to complete a number of related health tasks including taking their medication. In the same way burns patients have to complete certain activities as part of the recovery process including taking a specific combination of analgesics or regularly administering moisturiser:

Got up in the morning and washed it and creamed it. I made sure I did that all the time, took their advice. West Midlands, Male-P15

Failure to attend appointments is a common issue in the NHS and though it may appear to be a straightforward process, organising and managing responsibilities in order to ensure attendance can
be complicated by a number of social or clinical factors. In the same way that those with chronic conditions need to regularly attend clinical reviews as part of the ongoing management of their condition, patients with serious burns also have to attend regular appointments at specialist clinics. That there are only a handful of these burns units across the UK means that many patients are required to travel long-distances and utilise considerable resource:

So it does take a big chunk of my day out because I have to take the day off from work….it takes you half a morning just to get there and back and have the treatment and sometimes it takes longer and you end up being left two hours waiting or something. So it has cost me a lot of money in terms of petrol and getting there and parking and stuff, but on saying that…[the staff] have been brilliant. Sussex, Female-P01

Over time the ability of patients with chronic illness to manage their condition improves as their experience and expertise increases. A similar increase in expertise was demonstrated by the burns patients we spoke to who described how they adjusted their treatment over time to achieve a particular goal. The prescription for pressure garments is typically to wear them for 23 hours a day however for patients with skin grafts sensitisation can be an issue exacerbated by these lengthy periods wearing the garment. Desensitisation requires re-training the nervous system to accept mild-touch and to facilitate this process nurses can encourage patients to reduce the time they are wearing the garment at the patient’s discretion. One patient described how they gradually decreased the number of hours they would wear their pressure garment as they successfully reduced sensitisation of their burn site:

The garments are great, but I can’t go for more than… well actually if you had spoken to me about a month or so ago it would have been about an
hour but now I can actually go without them for maybe half a day. But that’s because I’m trying to desensitise the scars, so I actually sleep without it now... Essex, Female-P02

Another patient spoke of the issues they encountered with itching around the site of the healing injury. Aware of the sensitivity of the area and the importance of not disturbing the scar by direct contact a patient described how they learnt to manipulate the area through their pressure garment using escalating degrees of force and ultimately resorting to cold water when the itch was at its most relentless:

Yes it does itch and I find a way around it, rub my hand over the actual pressure garment itself, and then if it does become a bit too intense that itchy sensation I just itch over on top of the actual pressure garment, so I’m not actually impacting any of the skin underneath, and worse comes to worse I’ll run it under cold water, the cold water shocks the skin into something else. Essex, Female-P01

3.1.3. Performing health promotion activities

Chronically ill patients would be required to make alterations to even the most routine activities to minimise the impact of their condition. The same was observed in our participants who reported benefits from what appear quite minor changes. For example one patient slept with an additional duvet to minimise the disruption to their sleep caused by aggravating the sensitive injury:

I was sleeping in the same bed but he had the double duvet and I had a single duvet on me, because him rolling over and moving the duvet would wake me up and make me cry. Essex, Female-P02
3.2. Activating Resources

To optimise any self-management regime resources associated with the healthcare system or derived socially from friends and family must be accessed. These resources assist individuals in managing both the medical and psychosocial aspects of their condition.

3.2.1. Healthcare resources

The activation of healthcare resources can vary in intensity and complexity dependent upon the individual and the severity of their illness or condition. One aspect of this, recognised in chronically ill patients and also seen in burns patients, is the collaborative relationship developed with their care providers. Our patients described how they would contribute to decisions affecting their care regime. For example one patient spoke of working together with their occupational therapist in re-designing a pressure garment so that it was more comfortable and delivered pressure more effectively:

*Between me and the occupational therapist we devised one, ... that actually is an all in one and does up under the crotch, and a) that gives me better compression because it stays still, and b) it’s more comfortable because I’m not pulling it down all the time.* Essex, Female-P02

3.2.2. Social resources

The social resources activated are individual to each patient and can vary over time dependent on availability and requirements, as their condition and needs change. There are a number of recognised sources of such support activated by chronically ill patients, including family and friends. Our participants also recalled how they relied on family members during their recovery for example in transportation to the clinic during the early part of their recovery:
Participants also spoke of the psychological support derived from their family. The same patient described the increased value attached to the feedback of trusted family members, perceived as being unencumbered by the same social conventions that might moderate the responses of their friends:

*I don’t know if it’s helped my scars but people that see them are my friends, and of course they’re going to say they look great. But my children… my girls are a little bit more… they’re 21 and 17 and they can’t hide their faces, and they actually say that it’s all looking great and how soft it is.* Essex, Female-P02

### 3.2.3. Psychological resources

Those with chronic diseases are sometimes required to draw on their psychological resources to manage their condition. Participants also demonstrated this same ability to use their own resources to remain positive and focus on their recovery:

*I always said when I was in hospital I’m going to control this whole situation, I’m not going to let this situation control me…. Unfortunately my stump has decided to take control, because it means it’s going to grow out, it’s going to be awkward,… Once the operation is out of the way and they’ve sorted that out then I’m back in control, I can start the physio, I*
can start doing my walking, and I can nail it then ... I’ll just bide my time a bit more. West Midlands, Male-P13

3.3. Living With A Chronic Illness

The final process of self-management describes how patients come to terms with their chronic condition, learning to cope with their illness and integrating it into the context of their life. The burns patients we spoke to appeared to undergo a similar transition and described how they came to process their emotions, and adjust to and integrate their condition into their daily lives, ultimately making meaning of what has happened to them.

3.3.1. Processing emotions

Dealing with the psychological consequences of their condition is an important part of self-management in the chronically ill, part of which requires that patients explore and express various emotions relating to their diagnosis, including grieving and loss. We observed this in our interviewees who described the anguish of coming to terms with their scars as the long-term impact of the injury became apparent. One patient described the length of time it took before they addressed how they felt about their altered appearance:

When I was in hospital I said to my wife and everybody ‘I don’t care what it looks like, I don’t care about the scars, it doesn’t bother me.’ But it did!

At the time it didn’t...but then it wasn’t until a couple of months afterwards....I’m looking and I think ‘I can’t fucking believe this - what I look like.’ and...it hit me ... ‘I do care what it looks like, I really do!’ West Midlands, Male-P16

3.3.2. Adjusting
In adjusting to a new-self patients often use coping strategies. In burns patients these can be employed to help deal with the visual impact of their injuries. One patient used “self-talk” and created nicknames for each of three burn sites based on their appearance or sensitivity:

…the underarm one was called ‘The Camembert’, because that’s what it looked like, it looked like soft cheese, and then the one right under my forearm where it’s still sensitive is called ‘The Chevron of Hate’, and then I’ve got a flash one on my shoulder, that’s ‘The Harry Potter’ [laughter]

Essex, Female-P02

Those with chronic conditions have to deal with the stigma associated with either the condition itself or its treatment. For our participants much of this stigma surrounded the change in appearance and a patient described how they had come to terms with that:

No, when I say it bothered me, it was more the look of them do you know what I mean? Going out and about and stuff like that, the sun shining walking round with a pair of bloody gloves on like, and you just look like a plonker. But yes it doesn’t matter does it, it doesn’t matter. West Midlands, Male-P12

3.3.3. Integrating illness into daily life

The process of integrating their illness into their daily life and routines requires patients balance the pursuit of meaningful activities with the needs of their illness. Modifying lifestyles for the chronically ill frequently involves the creation of consistent health management routines. In the same way burns patients would create routines to help them comply with their prescription. One patient
explained how they had learnt to dress in the morning in a specific order to ensure that they wore their pressure garment for the specified period of time:

Yes, it’s just second nature now; I put the garment on before I put my socks on. I think it will be strange not to have it now. Sussex, Female-P05

The process of modification requires chronically ill patients exercise flexibility in their approach as they resume usual activities. Study participants also understood that they needed to be flexible as they sought to maintain patterns of behaviour followed before their injury. This type of adjustment was also found in our cohort with one patient describing how their return to work was predicated on amending the range and length of the tasks they performed:

I started to sneak in about four weeks later just for an hour or two...and then I think it was about four or five weeks, maybe five/six weeks after, I said “I’m going to do a full day at work today and see how I get on”, ...I didn’t stay off work again. I work in - did work - half my time in the machine shop, half my time in the office, but it’s been office more than anything. I walk around the machine shop but I don’t do any lay work or anything now... West Midlands, Male-P15

3.3.4. Meaning making

Ultimately chronically ill patients attempt to make sense of what has happened to them and gain meaning as a way of moving forward with their lives. They can use their condition as a learning process becoming empowered as they gain a greater understanding of their body and its responses and the prospects that remain to live a fulfilling life. Participants spoke of their desire to return to work even in a limited capacity or how alternative opportunities to those which existed prior to the
injury might be pursued. For example one patient we spoke who prior to the injury planned on serving on the front line for the army discussed the possibilities that still remained to work for the military albeit in a logistics role:

> Hopefully join up for something in the military if I can. My boss says, “There will be hundreds of jobs for you, you could be logistics, driving, just doing the driving and stuff like that…” I said, “Yes I don’t mind doing a bit of that.” He said, “…anything, you won’t be frontline, you won’t be jumping out of a DC130 behind enemy lines, not like you were going to…but at the end of the day if you’re bringing home a good wage and whatnot…don’t worry about it.” … So I would be happy …

West Midlands, Male-P13

Another patient we spoke to appeared philosophical after their injury and described how they felt lucky their situation wasn’t worse. Instead they used the memory of their accident to remind them to treat fire with respect, content in the knowledge that they were still alive.

> At first you don’t realise, but then you think to yourself “Jesus Christ it could have been right worse!”. But luckily it wasn’t, and we live another day, and put it behind you. But say put it behind you, I always keep it, I don’t walk about 24/7 thinking about it, but I respect fire and everything.

West Midlands, Male-P16

4. Discussion

Modern burn care is technologically advanced and delivered by a highly trained, multi-disciplinary team yet the level of its success ultimately relies on the ability of the patient to independently fulfil a
number of health related tasks and activities once leaving hospital [2]. That this recovery can take in excess of three months means severe burns are defined as a chronic condition [13]. Self-management is an important concept in the current care model for many patients with similar long-term conditions [33]. It can provide them with the self-confidence to achieve the outcomes important to them [34], to experience better clinical outcomes [35], and allow care providers to have more meaningful conversations with their patients [36]. For the first time our thematic analysis has drawn attention to how burns patients employ many of the same processes of self-management as those experiencing more widely recognised chronic diseases or illnesses [27]. Our participants used examples of all three key self-management techniques namely they focused on their illness needs, activated the appropriate resources and began to come to terms with the consequences of living with the physical and psychological consequences of their condition.

4.1. Strengths/limitations

We offer a novel perspective on burns care, describing the similarities between the self-management processes used by those with more widely recognised chronic disease and those employed by patients with severe burns. The qualitative dataset we analyse here is drawn from one of the largest exploration of burns aftercare yet conducted in the UK. During the primary analysis of this data, collected as part of the final phase of the Pegasus study [26], it appeared burns patients were employing some of the self-management strategies described by patients experiencing chronic disease. The secondary analysis we present here is not intended to be exhaustive and the topic guide was not designed to explore self-management processes. Nevertheless these processes were evident and drawn from patients with a range of characteristics and burn types that we would suggest are potentially reflective of the broader population of burns patients.
4.2. Specific findings

4.2.1. Focusing on illness needs

Patients with chronic disease focus on their illness needs and develop expertise in managing their condition as they learn how to recognise and ameliorate their symptoms by making independent yet informed decisions on their care regimen as seen in patients with psoriasis [37] or type 1 diabetes [38]. For burn care to be successful patients need to assume a degree of responsibility for managing their wound and their physical and mental health once leaving the hospital. This begins with understanding more about their condition. Some of those we interviewed described how they had learnt to adjust their treatment as their recovery proceeded. For example, one common yet fluctuating side-effect of burn recovery are multiple episodes of acute pruritis [39] and patients in our study described how they developed strategies to reduce its impact.

4.2.2. Activating resources

Self-management of chronic disease requires the establishment and maintenance of relationships with care providers as patients navigate the healthcare system and access appropriate resource [27]. This behaviour previously observed in patients with chronic disease such as type II diabetes [40,41] was also described by our interviewees who attended appointments throughout their aftercare with a range of consultants, nurses, and therapists. In line with previous research with burns patients [40] our participants also reported the benefits of developing rapport with their healthcare provider over the course of their treatment.

As well as effectively accessing health care resources the utilisation of social resource also plays an important role in the self-management of a variety of chronic diseases [42] and conditions [43]. Our participants also spoke of the value of the support gained from friends and family, particularly in the
early stages of their recovery. Previous work with burns patients has described how support of this nature improved their quality of life [44], and provided motivation to recover [45] and it is perhaps worth noting that this support may be particularly salient for burns patients, a group vulnerable to depression and mental ill-health [46,47].

4.2.3. **Living with a chronic condition**

Ultimately successful self-management requires chronically ill patients learn to live with their condition or disease, developing strategies to help them cope and ultimately integrate the management of their disease into their everyday life. Such strategies observed in patients with chronic heart failure [48] or white lymphedema [32] may be equally influential in the rehabilitation journey of burns patients [45,34] though have not previously been explicitly recognised as a self-management process. For example one of our participants described how they enabled their prompt return to work by adjusting the parameters of their role to account for their physical limitations. This modification of activity has not only been observed in other burns patients [25] but also in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [49] and multiple sclerosis [50].

For those left disfigured or functionally limited by serious burns, acknowledgement and acceptance play an important part in their recovery [25]. The process of acceptance is equally important for those diagnosed with long-term conditions such as chronic heart failure [48]. Humour and self-awareness evident in “Self-talk” contributes to this [48] and was evidenced in our patients with one patient creating nicknames for each of their scars.

4.2.4. **Support of self-management**
The adoption of self-management is not uniform across all patient groups and is influenced by factors including the severity of the disease or condition [51,52], the ability of patients to embed solutions into everyday practice [53,54], and the available support of family and healthcare providers [55,56]. Frequently in other long-term conditions or illnesses structured support is provided to help sustain self-management and is a central part of many of the health and social care policies being employed across the UK [35; 57-59]. This support incorporates training not only for patients and carers but also health care professionals, and involves peers and community groups and the organisational systems necessary to underpin patient self-management [60]. Where appropriate support is in place and embedded in commissioning and planning it has been demonstrated to improve levels of self-management for those with chronic disease [61,62].

4.3. Conclusions

Before targeted self-management support can be considered for burns patients further work is needed to understand more accurately its prevalence amongst burns patients, the level of implicit or explicit support currently offered by their care providers and the suitability of existing systems to underpin it. Ultimately interventions might be usefully introduced to bolster these processes; in the meantime our findings at least begin to raise awareness of the ad hoc self-management processes currently used by patients with severe burns and will encourage discussion on the level of existing support offered to patients post-discharge.
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